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ABSTRACT

Is meaningful refugee participation a norm within the global refugee regime? Despite growing attention since 2016, we argue that meaningful refugee participation in the governance of the global refugee regime is not yet an established norm. By drawing on the norm lifecycle framework developed by Finnemore and Sikkink and an analysis of recent initiatives, we argue instead that meaningful refugee participation is an emerging norm that has the potential to become the standard of appropriate behaviour in global decision-making fora. Despite this progress, we argue that the pursuit of differentiated approaches to refugee participation by norm entrepreneurs may constrain efforts to advance the norm. By examining efforts by States, United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees and refugee-led initiatives in recent years, we seek to highlight the similarities and differences between these initiatives and the extent to which they meet the threshold for norm emergence. Through this analysis, we consider the current state of the norm of meaningful refugee participation and present some possible scenarios for the future of the norm. While meaningful refugee participation is not yet a norm in the global refugee regime, we argue that a deeper understanding of its steady emergence holds important lessons for future research, policy, and practice.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In December 2021, States and other actors in the global refugee regime gathered virtually for the High-Level Officials Meeting (HLOM) to take stock of progress on implementing pledges made at the 2019 Global Refugee Forum (GRF). One feature of the meeting was a small, but potentially significant, change in the composition of State delegations to the meeting. For the first time, Germany and the US included Refugee Advisors in their delegation. Both countries noted that they were following the example of Canada, who had included a Refugee Advisor to their delegations to meetings of the international refugee system since the GRF in 2019. In reflecting on this step, a senior official from the US Government noted that “we value refugees’ active participation and commit ourselves to including their critical voices on refugee issues in future delegations.” As such, three of the largest donors to the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) – the US, Germany, and Canada – have now committed to include refugees as members of their delegations to future UNHCR meetings.

The theme of meaningful refugee participation was also the focus of a virtual meeting on the eve of the HLOM. On 13 December, representatives of UNHCR, States, refugee-led organisations (RLOs), and other civil society actors discussed how best to make progress on the principles of refugee participation articulated in the 2018 Global Compact on Refugees (GCR): that “Responses are most effective when they actively and meaningfully engage those they are intended to protect and assist” and that “States and relevant stakeholders will explore how best to include refugees and members of host communities [...] in key forums and processes [...]” In reflecting on progress made to implement this principle of meaningful refugee participation, several participants at the meeting suggested that it was no longer a question of “if” meaningful refugee participation was an accepted norm within the global refugee regime, but a question of “how” the norm should be implemented and advanced.

Such developments provoke the question: Is there now a norm of meaningful refugee participation in the global refugee regime? By drawing on the norm lifecycle framework developed by Finnemore and Sikkink, we argue that although meaningful refugee participation is not yet an established norm, it is an emerging norm within the global refugee regime. While it has not yet reached the tipping point from which it could cascade through the regime and becomes internalised, we draw on a review of recent practice to illustrate how various norm entrepreneurs are actively engaged...
in the promotion and development of the norm. With the adoption of refugee participation mechanisms by the Resettlement Working Group, a collection of more than 20 States plus UNHCR, in 2020, we argue that the emerging norm of meaningful refugee participation has the potential to be soon seen as “the standard of appropriate behaviour” by States and UNHCR. We also argue that there is emerging consensus that “meaningful refugee participation” is achieved when refugees from diverse backgrounds have substantial and sustained influence in fora where decisions and policies that affect them are developed. However, we further argue that the pursuit of differentiated approaches to refugee participation and the current level of collaboration between norm entrepreneurs seeking to advance refugee participation potentially constrain efforts to bring the norm beyond the tipping point and towards broad acceptance by actors within the global refugee regime. In this way, our analysis of the emerging norm of meaningful refugee participation holds important lessons for research, policy, and practice relating to refugee participation and the study of norms in the refugee regime more generally.

This analysis builds from recent work on the growing visibility of refugee-led responses in local and national contexts and the important analysis by Harley and Hobbs that although no legal requirement mandating the participation of refugees in decision-making processes currently exists in international law, several non-binding international legal instruments recognize the normative value of refugee participation and articulate associated non-binding principles and commitments.

Through an analysis of efforts by norm entrepreneurs since 2016 to advance the norm of meaningful refugee participation in global decision-making forums, we seek to make two contributions to the growing literature on refugee participation. First, our discussion of processes that have sought to advance refugee participation at the global level in recent years provides a helpful empirical addition to the literature on refugee participation in local and national contexts. While there is an emerging body of literature that examines refugee participation in local and national contexts, as outlined above, our research seeks to address the important gap in our understanding of refugee participation in global decision-making processes. Second, through the
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application of the norm lifecycle framework proposed by Finnemore and Sikkink, which is the most employed framework to understand the emergence and spread of norms in global regimes, we seek to add precision to our understanding of the current state of the norm of meaningful refugee participation, how the actions of norm entrepreneurs affect the emergence of the norm, and how the experience of meaningful refugee participation contributes to a wider understanding of the role of norms within regimes like the global refugee regime.

To support this argument, this article has five sections. First, we present the methodology employed to consider the emergence of the norm of meaningful refugee participation, including our understanding of the role of norms in the global refugee regime, the positionality of the authors as both participants and observers of the processes we discuss, and an overview of the sources of data we employ in our research. Second, we present a framework for understanding the role of norms within global regimes, the process by which norms emerge, and the threshold for considering a norm to have cascaded throughout a regime. This framework provides the basis of analysis for the remainder of the article. Third, we build on recent arguments that refugee participation was a feature of the early functioning of the refugee regime to present a short history of the erosion of the practice of refugee participation, debates since 2015 on the pursuit of meaningful refugee participation, and the conditions that enabled the emergence of meaningful refugee participation as a potential norm in the context of the 2018 GCR. Fourth, we discuss recent examples of where and how norm entrepreneurs have been working to advance refugee participation in global decision-making processes. Finally, we reflect on these examples of practice to consider the current state of the norm of meaningful refugee participation and present some possible scenarios for the future of the norm. While we argue that meaningful refugee participation is not yet an established norm within the global refugee regime, a deeper understanding of its steady emergence holds important lessons for future research, policy, and practice.

2. METHODOLOGY
The goal of our research has been to understand the current state of the norm of meaningful refugee participation in the governance of the global refugee regime, who has been involved in its emergence, the mechanisms used by norm entrepreneurs to promote its emergence, and how the norm itself is being defined. To explain the methodology that has guided this research, this section begins with an overview of key concepts and the role of norms within the global refugee regime before turning to a reflection on our positionality and an outline of the methods we employed for this research.

8 Finnemore & Sikkink, “International Norm Dynamics and Political Change”.
2.1. Norms and the global refugee regime

A prominent theme in the study of global issues in recent decades has been the role of global regimes in advancing international cooperation and avoiding collective action failure.\textsuperscript{11} Since the 1980s, we have understood regimes to be defined as the combination of norms, rules, institutions, and decision-making procedures “around which actor expectations converge in a given issue-area.”\textsuperscript{12} The argument follows that as issues emerge that are beyond the capacity of any one State to resolve on their own and where cooperation is required, States create regimes and the associated rules, institutions, and decision-making procedures to enhance their ability to mobilise the collective action needed to resolve the issue of shared concern.

It is in this way that we can understand the existence of a global refugee regime.\textsuperscript{13} In the aftermath of the Second World War, and in response to the scale of displacement in Europe, the early days of the Cold War and the early dynamics of decolonisation,\textsuperscript{14} States created a regime intended to facilitate a collective response to refugee movements. The regime consisted of norms, as detailed in the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees, and an institution, as detailed in UNHCR’s 1950 Statute. While the decision-making procedures of the regime remain arguably limited,\textsuperscript{15} the annual meetings of UNHCR’s Executive Committee (ExCom) came to serve as a decision-making space within the regime to approve UNHCR’s annual budget, provide guidance to UNHCR on its functioning, and adopt global refugee policy to guide the actions of States or UNHCR.\textsuperscript{16}

The existence of a regime does not, however, ensure that States within the regime will cooperate or strive to uphold the principles of the regime. Instead, regimes, especially those with weaker governance arrangements, become sites of contestation where States and other actors pursue their own interests through various forms of power.\textsuperscript{17} Such dynamics of contestation do not, in themselves, bring the existence of the regime itself into question but rather heighten the importance of developing nuanced and rigorous understandings of the politics of specific global regimes. This


\textsuperscript{15} Betts & Milner, Governance of the Global Refugee Regime.


is especially true in the context of the global refugee regime, with its diverging views between groups of States, its deeply entrenched politics, and its history of frequent moments of impasse.

With regimes being intensely political sites of contestation, it becomes important to understand the process by which new standards of behaviour emerge within a regime and come to be accepted by States and other actors. As the “standard of appropriate behaviour for actors with a given identity”, norms provide clarity on how States should behave. Norms may also “define the limits of permissible behaviour for programs administered by international agencies”, such as UNHCR. Finally, norms are understood to bring with them benefits for compliance and costs for non-compliance given the “prescriptive (or evaluative) quality of ‘oughtness’ that sets norms apart from other kinds of rules.”

As with most regimes, norms within the global refugee regime can be manifest in three possible ways. First, they can take the form of “treaty norms” as international legal agreements. The 1951 Convention is the clearest example of this kind of norm for refugees and is thus recognised as the source of many of the regime’s foundational norms. Second, norms can emerge as “principle norms”, which may be informed by treaty norms and are manifest as “shared understandings that states either have not yet sought to codify or have chosen deliberately not to”. An example here could be the emergence of the norm of non-refoulement as an element of customary international law, applying to even those States who are not party to the 1951 Convention. Third, a much wider form of norms takes the shape of “policy norms”, statements that delineate standards of appropriate behaviour for either States or other actors, such as UNHCR. Given a reluctance of States to develop new international legal agreements over the past 20 years, policy norms, especially in the form of global refugee policy, has been an important means to address emerging issues and gaps within the refugee regime. For example, through the 2000s, norms (re)emerged that emphasised the need for refugee responses to include both humanitarian and development actors. Likewise, norms relating to the need for international cooperation and responsibility-sharing are now central to the logic of the regime, as expressed in Conclusions of UNHCR’s ExCom. Norms also have the potential to change, as illustrated by the evolution in UNHCR policies pertaining to the protection of
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refugees in urban contexts. Given this understanding of the presence of norms that are intended to guide behaviour in the global refugee regime, our research has focused on how we can understand the emergence of new norms, such as meaningful refugee participation, within the contested politics of the global refugee regime.

2.2. Positionality

We are not impartial observers in the process we discuss in this article. Instead, we have been actively engaged in the processes we describe as norm entrepreneurs seeking to advance meaningful refugee participation. In this way, we need to recognise and discuss our own positionality, the benefits it brings to the research, and the potential for bias. Two of us have lived refugee experience and have been active in global policy processes for several years. We met at the 2018 Global Refugee Summit and have been in close contact on how to advance refugee participation ever since. The third author is not from a refugee background. Instead, he has been a researcher on refugee issues for more than 20 years and has been actively engaged in supporting several of the initiatives discussed in this article through research and advocacy work. Together, we are actively collaborating to encourage States to include refugee advisors in their delegations to meetings of the global refugee regime through an initiative called Refugees Seeking Equal Access at the Table (R-SEAT).

This close involvement with the processes we examine raises the potential for bias in our analysis. We have been aware of this potential throughout the research process and have been vigilant to ensure that our argument is based on verifiable information that is available in the public domain. We also note that while our potential bias could have led us to conclude that meaningful refugee participation is already a norm in the global refugee regime, thus strengthening the moral and political basis for our work, our analysis has led us to the conclusion that meaningful refugee participation is not yet a norm. Instead of raising concern, we draw on the concept of “positionality” to reflect on how the identities and priorities of all researchers condition the course of their research and recognise that “researchers are part of the social world they are researching”. We also reflect on the extent to which our identities enhance or constrain our ability to understand and engage with the phenomenon we study in this research. Ultimately, we have found that our differentiated perspectives and forms of engagement with this area of research have enhanced our


ability to understand the process and identify potentially significant areas of nuance in the process we describe. While our experience has given us “insider” knowledge of the process, we have sought to ensure that our research is methodologically rigorous by ensuring that our analysis is guided by both individual experience and publicly available data.

Our collaboration guided every stage of the research process, from framing our research questions, data collection and analysis, and the production of knowledge in the form of this article. We will also be equally involved in the mobilisation of this knowledge. This level of collaboration is both practically useful, as it brings diverse perspectives and experiences into the research process, and ethically desirable. As noted by the ethical guidelines of the International Association for the Study of Forced Migration, “Forced migration scholarship often disproportionately benefits those who are least affected by displacement. To mitigate this problem and to promote maximum benefit from participation in research, we will include relevant partners throughout the research process […].”

2.3. Methods

Given our positionality, we began our research not by considering the initiatives with which we are involved, but by mapping current areas of practice in relation to refugee participation and by understanding the current position of States in relation to the commitment to refugee participation, as articulated in Paragraph 34 of the GCR, as outlined above. To do this, we reviewed statements delivered at meetings of UNHCR ExCom or in other meetings of the international refugee system between 2016 and 2020 to identify instances of support for refugee participation. We found that 34 States have spoken in support of refugee “participation”, “inclusion” or “leadership” at least once during the period reviewed. Given the importance of the North–South divide in the refugee regime, as outlined below, we noted that 11 of these states were donor and/or resettlement countries conventionally understood to be in the global North, while 23 of these countries were classified as being host countries, transit countries, or countries of origin in the global South. The majority of countries (23) mentioned the issue in only one statement, while six countries (Afghanistan, Djibouti, Ireland, Mexico, Moldova, and Mozambique) mentioned the issue in two statements, Rwanda mentioned it in three statements, Ghana in four statements, and Canada in five statements.

We then analysed these statements to identify the form and context of refugee participation being considered by states as a means of identifying which examples of State practice required further consideration. Here, we found that most statements

33 Sincere thanks to Tasnim Rashid for her research support for this process.
34 Canada, Denmark, Finland, Ireland, Korea, Malta, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, and Switzerland.
35 Afghanistan, Algeria, Chile, Djibouti, El Salvador, Georgia, Ghana, Moldova, Mexico, Mozambique, Mauritania, Morocco, Peru, the Philippines, Rwanda, Somalia, Togo, Tunisia, Uganda, Uruguay and Zimbabwe.
relating to refugee participation were in relation to the participation of refugees in local and national arrangements and their inclusion in the local economy. For example, Ghana’s statement to the 2016 meeting of UNHCR ExCom highlighted the need to “encourage participation of the refugees in host community and local governance arrangements to deepen trust and ensure prolonged amicable relations and co-existence”. It was only States in the global North, especially Canada, Ireland, and the Netherlands, that reflected on the importance of refugee participation in decision-making processes at various levels. At the 2020 meeting of UNHCR’s ExCom, for example, Ireland noted that “the strong message from the High Commissioner [for Refugees] about the inclusion of refugees and displaced persons in every aspect of our response is both commendable and pragmatic”.

We sought to verify this distinction between the economic inclusion of refugees at the domestic level and the inclusion of refugees in global decision-making procedures by examining forms of practice by all States that spoke in favour of refugee participation in meetings of the global refugee regime since 2016. Again, we found that most forms of State practice in the area of refugee participation related to domestic issues. For example, the Refugee Act in Uganda calls for the inclusion of refugees in the governance of service delivery, Brazil has incorporated migrant advisory boards at municipal and regional levels in response to the arrival of individuals from Venezuela seeking protection, and Ireland has created opportunities for refugees and asylum seekers to provide input to the development of a new reception system while also permitting refugees to run in local elections. As detailed below, a more limited number of States have made commitments to advance refugee participation in the decision-making of the global refugee regime. Given the focus of our research, we included in our study those States that had exhibited support for the meaningful participation of refugees in decision-making at the global level.

Next, we reviewed statements and events on the margins of meetings of the global refugee regime to identify other actors that have been engaged in the promotion of a norm of refugee participation. Through this process, we identified a number of events organised by refugee-led initiatives, especially the event on the margins of the GRF in December 2019 where the Global Refugee-led Network (GRN) launched their guidelines for meaningful refugee participation. Through this review, we also identified initiatives and activities undertaken by UNHCR in relation to the principle of meaningful refugee participation. Our analysis ultimately concentrated on four sites of norm emergence, as detailed below: the work of the GRN; UNHCR-led initiatives; the inclusion of refugees in State delegations to meetings of the global refugee regime; and refugee participation in the governance of resettlement.

3. THE NORM LIFECYCLE
To better understand the emergence of norms within these four sites, we draw on the framework developed by Finnemore and Sikkink to understand the lifecycle of

36 Sincere thanks to a team of student researchers led by Veronica Overlid and including Noah Harrison, Luiz Leomil, Miranda Lowe, Alexandra Lund-Murray, Lilly Neang, Tasnim Rashid, Ava Scott-Moncrieff and Danett VanTassel for their exceptional work in undertaking the data collection and preliminary analysis for this research.
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norms. Norms are central to the functioning of regimes, but it is not inevitable that new norms will emerge in response to new demands, challenges, or needs identified by actors within a regime. Instead, Finnemore and Sikkink argue that the emergence of new norms is itself a political process of contestation, with various actors advocating in favour of a particular norm and to convince a critical mass of actors within a regime to adopt a new norm. To explain this process, Finnemore and Sikkink develop the framework of the norm lifecycle to explain how new norms emerge, cascade through a regime, and eventually become internalised and an accepted part of the regime. To begin, Finnemore and Sikkink argue that new norms emerge on the international agenda through the work of norm entrepreneurs, arguing that “norms do not appear out of thin air; they are actively built by agents having strong notions about appropriate or desirable behaviour”. 38 Similar to the agenda-setting stage in global refugee policy, 39 norm entrepreneurs are able to raise the profile of particular issues or gaps within regimes, use language and other forms of productive power to frame issues in particular ways, 40 and mobilise political strategies to build support for a new norm. In this way, Finnemore and Sikkink note that “new norms never enter a normative vacuum but instead emerge in a highly contested normative space where they must compete with other norms and perceptions of interest”. 41 It is thus through a process of competition and contestation that norm entrepreneurs vie for the attention and support of those actors capable of advancing new norms.

Robert develops our understanding of the various ways that norms may emerge on the global agenda.42 Drawing on the work of Kratochwil, Clapp and Swantston, and Kelley, Robert illustrates how candidate global norms can arrive on the global agenda as a result of habits, national legislation, practice on the part of governments or international organisations. Drawing on the public policy cycle,43 Robert argues that norms emerge through four stages: first, norm entrepreneurs define an issue as a “problem”; second, the problem is given visibility through various public means; third, the candidate norm is brought to the agenda of a decision-making forum capable of advancing the norm; and, fourth, “the candidate norm appears on the institutional decision-making agenda, where norm negotiations take place”. 44 As detailed below, we argue that the norm of meaningful refugee participation is currently at this final stage of this norm emergence process.

38 Ibid., 896.
40 See also Barnett & Duvall, Power in Global Governance.
43 See Milner, “Introduction: Understanding Global Refugee Policy”.
Once a norm has “emerged”, Finnemore and Sikkink argue that it enters the second stage in the norm lifecycle: norm cascade. They argue that “after norm entrepreneurs have persuaded a critical mass of states to become norm leaders and adopt new norms [...] we can say the norm reaches a threshold or tipping point” and the norm cascades through the regime towards the stage of being internalised within the regime. Working through institutional platforms such as international organisations, norm entrepreneurs seek to convince a critical mass of states to accept a new norm. But what constitutes a “critical mass”? To this point, Finnemore and Sikkink note that “although it is not possible to predict exactly how many states must accept a norm to ‘tip’ the process, because states are not equal when it comes to normative weight, empirical studies suggest that norm tipping rarely occurs before one-third of the total states in the system adopt the norm”.

Critically, however, Finnemore and Sikkink further note that it also matters which states adopt the norm. Some states are critical to a norm’s adoption; others are less so. What constitutes a “critical state” will vary from issue to issue, but one criterion is that critical states are those without which the achievement of the substantive norm goal is compromised.

This is equally the case in the context of the global refugee regime. While the Rules of Procedure for UNHCR’s ExCom gives equal decision-making authority to all Member States, the politics of the global refugee regime gives particular influence to UNHCR’s largest donor states and the largest refugee-hosting states. As argued by Betts and Milner:

In practice, a relatively small number of states determine outcomes for refugees. Just 10 host countries host 60 percent of the world’s refugees. Meanwhile, just 10 donor states provide around 80 percent of the UNHCR’s funding and over 80 percent of resettlement places. It is these 20 countries that currently have the greatest impact on outcomes for refugees.

It is for this reason that candidate norms within the global refugee regime arguably need to be adopted by key states in the global North, primarily donor and resettlement states, and major refugee-hosting states in the global South. As evidenced in the experience of efforts to develop new policy norms to address the issue of protracted refugee situations in the late 2000s, efforts to bring new norms past the tipping point without support from states in both the global North and global South are unlikely to succeed.
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Once “enough states and enough critical states endorse the new norm to redefine appropriate behavior”, Finnemore and Sikkink argue that norms enter the final state of the process and become internalised. At this stage, ‘norms become so widely accepted that they are internalized by actors and achieve a ‘taken-for-granted’ quality that makes conformance with the norm almost automatic”. It is at this point that Betts and Orchard argue that norms enter the distinct and parallel process of implementation, as norms leave the global level where they are created and encounter diverse local contexts where they must be implemented. Critically, however, the level of implementation of a norm, or the limited implementation of a norm, does not bring the existence of the norm into question; instead, it highlights the importance of seeing norm creation and norm implementation as distinct processes. For example, as the uneven implementation of norms relating to the rights of women in diverse contexts does not bring the norm of women’s rights themselves into question.

4. THE EMERGENCE OF REFUGEE PARTICIPATION

In light of this framework and the thresholds it suggests, are we witnessing the emergence of a norm of meaningful refugee participation? In answering this question, it is important to begin with Harley’s call to challenge “the assumption that until relatively recently refugees or persons with lived refugee experience have not been involved in the development of international refugee law and policy”. Instead, he argues in detail how “persons with lived refugee experience exercised significant influence and thought-leadership in the development of international refugee law and policymaking during the foundational years between 1921 and 1955”, including through the drafting of international legal instruments and the functioning of international organisations, including UNHCR. In fact, Harley notes that “it is one of the lesser reported facts of the international refugee regime and the history of UNHCR that the first high commissioner of UNHCR, Gerrit Jan van Heuven Goedhart, had lived experience of being forcibly displaced”. In this way, Harley’s analysis clearly illustrates that refugees did once play a central role in the highest level of decision-making within the global refugee regime.

Although there is no indication that this level of refugee participation was a norm in the early stages of the regime’s existence, as opposed to an intentional or unintentional form of practice, it is useful to consider how the early levels of participation highlighted by Harley ceased to be common practice within the global refugee regime. Here, the work of Barnett helps explain the shifting power relations between UNHCR and refugees and the associated marginalisation of refugees within the
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In his reflection on power and paternalism, Barnett outlines how UNHCR increasingly relied on its claims of moral and expert authority to navigate the politics of humanitarian responses through the 1990s. In response to increased competition and UNHCR’s weak mandate and reliance on voluntary contributions explains how “UNHCR used humanitarianism’s moral authority and its growing expert authority to expand assistance and programmes for a broader understanding of refugees and other populations in need.” Barnett continues that “at those times when [UNHCR] simply acted without asking the refugees what were their preferences, it might have had good reasons, either because there were no good choices or because it would have been logistically and practically impossible to assess what the refugees wanted.” Coupled with the changing nature and professionalisation of humanitarian responses in the 1990s and more restrictive policy approaches by refugee-hosting states, this pattern of paternalism further distanced refugees from the decision-making process.

This dynamic established in the early 1990s continued largely unchallenged through the 2000s. As global refugee numbers increased, and as States in the global North sought to contain refugees within their regions of origin, it became regular practice that refugees were consulted in limited or performative ways. While refugees played differentiated roles in decision-making in local and camp contexts through the 1990s and early 2000s and while refugees employed tactics such as protest to seek access to decision-making processes that affected them, where refugees were present in global decision-making spaces, their interventions were tightly scripted and focused on sharing their experience of displacement, not as substantive contributors to the governance process.

4.1. 2015 and challenges to the status quo
These dynamics began to change in significant ways in 2015, largely in response to the actions of Syrian and other refugees. Between 2011 and 2014, some 3 million Syrian refugees fled to Lebanon, Jordan, and Turkey. While conditions in Turkey were initially favourable to refugees, conditions in all three countries became restrictive as international assistance to hosting countries remained limited and as the
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situation became protracted.\textsuperscript{69} By April 2015, Syrian refugees began to move in significant numbers through Turkey to seek access to the European Union. It was a demonstration of collective agency and a rejection of the policy paradigms being implemented to contain refugees within the region. As noted by Ferris and Donato,

As Syrians began to leave in large numbers – literally walking across Europe – they were joined by asylum seekers from other countries – Afghans, Iraqis, Iranians, Eritreans – and by migrants who saw this as an opportunity to enter Europe. The number of arrivals – and asylum-seekers – in Europe soared.\textsuperscript{70}

By December 2015, it was estimated that some 911,000 individuals had sought asylum in Europe that year, often despite significant personal risk. While refugees from diverse nationalities had been seeking access to Europe through various means for many years, the arrival of such a significant number of individuals seeking asylum in such a short period of time created a significant challenge to which European States seemed unwilling or unable to respond.

It was quickly noted that the flaws in the international refugee response system made so visible by events in Europe were indicative of structural limitations that had been present in the global refugee regime for years. In addition to the situation in Europe, Ferris and Donato point to the punitive responses from the US and Australia to individuals seeking asylum there.\textsuperscript{71} Following growing demands for change from refugees, civil society, and the wider public, and the continued demonstration of agency by refugees themselves in moving away from increased funding to major refugee-hosting countries in the region, the United Nations System initiated a process to respond through the development of new agreements focused not only on the situation in Europe but in response to deeper, structural flaws within the global response system.\textsuperscript{72}

What followed was a remarkably quick process. On 20 November 2015, the United Nations General Assembly convened a plenary session to discuss new approaches. Speaking at the session, UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon called for a "new approach to manage the challenges of global mobility, built on equitable responsibility sharing".\textsuperscript{73} While States called for greater funding and reliable responsibility sharing in response to large movements of refugees and migrants, not a single
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statement addresses questions of refugee participation. Likewise, when the UN Secretary-General issued his report in April 2016 calling for greater international co-operation and measures to support refugee-hosting countries, the only mention of participation for refugees was in the context of repatriation and the need for “promoting equity among returnees, displaced persons and local residents in access to essential services and participation in public life.”

It may, then, come as little surprise that the 2016 New York Declaration, adopted by States on 19 September 2016, also contained limited reference to any principle of refugee participation. While Members of the UN General Assembly invited “the private sector and civil society, including refugee and migrant organizations, to participate in multi-stakeholder alliances to support efforts to implement” commitments contained in the New York Declaration, there was no commitment to including refugees in the development and framing of such commitments. Likewise, while States recognised “the significant contribution and leadership of women in refugee and migrant communities”, and committed to “work to ensure their full, equal and meaningful participation in the development of local solutions and opportunities”, there was no parallel commitment to their meaningful participation in the development of global policy responses.

Despite these limited references to participation in the text of the Declaration, the opening of the UN General Assembly Session intended to adopt the text included statements from a refugee, Mohammed Badran, and a migrant, Eni Lestari Andayani Adi. In his statement, Badran noted that refugees had been “waiting for the day that the world would hear our voice”, noting that “I hope that day is today.” This hope was arguably unfulfilled as the text of the New York Declaration had been negotiated by States in the summer of 2016 and finalised in time for it to be sent for translation in early August 2016, meaning that Badran’s intervention had no impact on the text of the New York Declaration.

4.2. The Global Compact on Refugees and demands for refugee participation

While the experience of September 2016 reflected what Jones identifies as the performative nature of refugee participation, it can still be identified as a moment of change for claims for meaningful participation by refugees. First, the adoption of the New York Declaration started a 2-year process to develop a GCR. This process became a particular site of contestation in which claims for participation in the decision-making process of the global refugee regime could be advanced. Second, the experience of Badran in 2016 contributed to the creation of the Network for
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Refugee Voices (NRV), which can be seen to have played an important role in advancing arguments for meaningful refugee participation both in the process leading to the GCR and in the GCR itself. Officially founded in 2017, the NRV “chose to operate at a global level to address the lack of refugee inclusion in ongoing international discussions leading up to the process of the GCR”. Moreover, the NRV’s approach was to emphasise “refugees as active agents and experts in international policy making”.

These objectives were also central to the work of the Global Refugee Youth Consultations (GRYC). With the support of UNHCR and the Women’s Refugee Commission, some 1,450 young refugees from 34 countries participated in GRYC process during 2015 and 2016. This participatory process created a platform for refugee youth to share their perspectives and make recommendations on new areas of policy and practice that respond to 10 core challenges identified through the consultations. These recommendations were presented at the UNHCR–non-governmental organisations (NGO) Consultations in June 2016, which included the participation of 36 refugee representatives. The work of GRYC led to the appointment of a Global Youth Advisory Council (GYAC) by UNHCR in 2017. GYAC then played an active role in the process leading to the GCR, participating in a number of thematic consultations in 2017, facilitating consultations with refugee youth in 10 countries in 2018, and producing a series of recommendations that were shared with UNHCR and states in Geneva.

While it would be problematic to ascribe independent causal significance to the work of the NRV or GYAC on the emergence of commitments to meaningful refugee participation through the GCR process, and while additional research could usefully provide more details on the dynamics and strategies of these networks, the work of the NRV and GYAC can be seen as illustrative of a broader trend that became evident through the GCR process. Bahram notes that the process from 2017 to 2018 that resulted in the GCR “witnessed an active and persistent participation by civil society actors, INGOs, youth representatives and self-organized refugee groups [...]”. This mobilisation of refugee engagement in this global policy process was a marked departure from the marginal role refugees played in the development of the New York Declaration.

The scope of refugee engagement was arguably illustrated by the Global Summit of Refugees, held on 25–26 June in advance of the 2018 UNHCR–NGO Consultations in Geneva and ahead of the last round of formal consultations on the text of the GCR. Organised by the Australian National Committee on Refugee
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Women and NRV, in partnership with Refugee Council of Australia and Independent Diplomat, the summit convened a group of “72 refugee representatives from 27 host countries in Latin America, North America, Europe, Africa, the Middle East, Asia, Australia and New Zealand”. Guided by the preparatory work of a Steering Committee, the Summit produced recommendations on five key themes, the first of which was participation and agency, defined as “the way in which refugees and others forcibly displaced can participate meaningfully and exert influence in decision-making processes that affect their lives”. In discussing the opportunities and challenges for refugee participation, the Summit produced recommendations on the need for an “inclusive international platform for refugee participation”, for RLOs and networks to be “guaranteed a seat at the table at all levels […] to represent the concerns of affected populations in policy and decision-making for a relating to forced displacement”, including meetings of UNHCR’s ExCom, and that “all actors involved in international protection must consider and actively work towards the meaningful inclusion and enablement of refugee-led organizations and initiatives as equal partners […].” These statements arguably constitute a clear indication of what a norm of refugee participation should be, but does not, on their own, constitute a global norm on refugee participation. It does, however, constitute a discernible moment when refugee-led initiatives began to consciously organise as norm entrepreneurs and engage with the activities identified by Rosert to advocate for the inclusion of the candidate norm on the agenda of the global refugee regime’s decision-making agenda.

In fact, the recommendations of the June 2018 Summit represented an articulation of one of the central goals of refugee leaders and other advocates through the development of the GCR since the start of 2017. The multi-stakeholder approach to the thematic consultations organised by UNHCR throughout 2017 enabled the participation of several refugee-led initiatives in the early development of the GCR. Through these consultations, refugee-led initiatives argued for the importance of refugee participation, not only as a morally desirable action but also to enhance the effectiveness and legitimacy of decisions taken in the decision-making bodies of the global refugee regime. It was here that norm entrepreneurs advocated for a clear norm of meaningful refugee participation: that refugees from diverse background should have substantive and sustained influence in processes where decisions are made that affect their lives.

This advocacy, combined with the support of States such as Canada, arguably contributed to the inclusion of arguably strong language on the benefits of refugee participation in the “zero draft” of the GCR in January 2018 and the fact that
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text remained remarkably unchanged through the formal consultation process. The fact that this text remained largely unchanged is in contrast to the political struggles over other elements of the GCR and significant revisions to the text through four versions of the text between January and July 2018. It is helpful here to note the similarities between the four versions:

- “Zero Draft” (31 January 2018), Paragraph 26: “Responses are most effective when they actively engage those they are intended to protect and assist. National authorities, UNHCR, and other relevant stakeholders will continue to develop and support consultative processes that enable refugees and host communities to assess their own needs and help to design appropriate responses”;
- “Draft One” (9 March 2018), Paragraph 31: “In recognition of the fact that responses are most effective when they actively engage those they are intended to protect and assist, national authorities, UNHCR, and other relevant stakeholders will continue to develop and support consultative processes that enable refugees and host communities to assess their needs and help to design appropriate responses”;
- “Draft Two” (30 April 2018), Paragraph 35. “In recognition of the fact that responses are most effective when they actively engage those they are intended to protect and assist, relevant actors will, wherever possible, continue to develop and support consultative processes that enable refugees and host communities to help design appropriate responses”; and
- “Final Draft” (26 June 2018), Paragraph 34: “Responses are most effective when they actively and meaningfully engage those they are intended to protect and assist. Relevant actors will, wherever possible, continue to develop and support consultative processes that enable refugees and host community members to assist in designing appropriate, accessible and inclusive responses”.

This final version was included as Paragraph 34 in the GCR as affirmed by the UN General Assembly in December 2018.

Paragraph 34 of the GCR does not, on its own, constitute a norm of meaningful refugee participation. While it articulates the potential benefits of refugee participation, especially in terms of enhancing the efficacy of refugee responses, it arguably does not articulate the level of “oughtness” required of a norm, as outlined by Finnemore and Sikkink. Instead of saying that relevant actors, including States and UNHCR, shall ensure that refugees play a meaningful role in designing responses, it notes that such actors will try to develop and support such processes. This level of articulation does not meet the threshold of a norm. But Paragraph 34 of the GCR is not the endpoint in efforts by norm entrepreneurs to bring the issue of meaningful refugee participation onto the decision-making agenda of the global refugee regime and to advocate for it to be adopted as a new standard of appropriate behaviour for States and UNHCR. In fact, the period from December 2018 to 2021 has seen several potentially significant developments as
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various actors have sought to promote the norm. How can we understand the current state of the norm of meaningful refugee participation? Is it an emerging norm?

5. SITES OF NORM EMERGENCE

To answer these questions, we examine four sites of norm emergence: Refugee-led initiatives, the actions and statements of States, and initiatives involving UNHCR, both in relation to its own policy process and its involvement in joint efforts, especially the Resettlement Working Group and the Annual Tripartite Consultations on Resettlement (ATCR). This section describes and analyses these initiatives in light of the framework on norm emergence, outlined above.

5.1. The GRN

Following the Global Refugee Summit in 2018, the GRN emerged as a potentially significant norm entrepreneur in relation to refugee participation. From late 2018 through 2019, the GRN hosted regional consultations in Asia, Africa, the Middle East and North Africa and Europe. The objective of these meetings was to engage with a wider range of perspectives than those present at the Global Summit in 2018 and to develop stronger guidelines and recommendations for advancing participation. Addressing participation at local, national, and international levels, the results of consultation process contributed to the GRN Guidelines, launched at an event in Geneva on the margins of the first GRF in 2019.

Based on the recommendations of the Guidelines, the GRN used the pledging model of the GRF to try to build a coalition of actors required to advance the norm of meaningful refugee participation. Specifically, GRN issued the “refugee participation pledge”, asking States and other actors to

pledge to support the meaningful participation of refugees and host communities in decisions that affect their lives. Participation should take into account the diversity within communities, including age, gender, and disability. This pledge will support the agency of those we seek to assist while improving the relevance, quality, transparency and accountability of that assistance.

Ultimately, four States signed the pledge: Australia, Canada, Denmark, and the Netherlands, indicating a potentially growing level of State support. As with Paragraph 34 of the GCR, however, the pledge does not itself constitute the articulation of a norm as it does not ask States and others to uphold the norm in their own actions.

The GRN’s more recent activities, however, have brought greater clarity into the form that a norm of refugee participation in the global refugee regime might take. In advance of the December 2021 HLOM, the GRN convened a virtual meeting to identify
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what form meaningful refugee participation should take in the functioning of the global refugee regime. While some of their calls focused on refugee participation in local and national responses, such as funding to RLOs and enhanced access for refugees to national health systems, two of the recommendations relate specifically to refugee participation in global settings: a minimum of 25 per cent of delegates attending the 2023 GRF being refugees (up from some 3 per cent in 2019) and a refugee delegation to UNHCR’s ExCom by 2023.98

The inclusion of a refugee delegation at the primary global decision-making forum of the refugee regime would constitute a potentially significant innovation in the functioning of the refugee, but would it contribute to the advancement of a norm of meaningful refugee participation? As detailed in ExCom’s Rules of Procedure,99 only UN Member States can apply to participate in the formal business of ExCom. UN Member States must apply to the UN Secretary-General to be considered for admission to ExCom. The final decision to admit new members resides with the UN General Assembly through its delegated responsibility to the United Nations Economic and Social Council. All other stakeholders at ExCom participate as observers, and only at public meetings of ExCom. There are specific rules (37 and 38) that govern the participation of specialised UN agencies and intergovernmental organisations. Likewise, there are clear rules (39, 40, and 41) of which NGOs can participate as observers. Each of these rules could be employed to allow for the inclusion of a refugee delegation at ExCom, but it would structurally limit the role of refugees as observers in decision-making, not active participants.

That said, there may be significant value in a refugee delegation at global meetings such as ExCom. A refugee delegation that is representative of the significant diversity of refugee experiences and perspectives would bring considerable moral authority to its activities. Likewise, a unified refugee delegation would potentially be able to develop and advance compelling advocacy points during global meetings and seek to influence the position of States and UNHCR through conversations on the margins of global meetings. Finally, it would arguably not be safe for all refugees to participate in delegations of ExCom Member States, as discussed below. As such, a refugee delegation may provide a safer space for refugee advocacy at global meetings. These considerations could usefully factor in future discussions on this area of innovation in refugee participation at the global level and contribute to the further emergence of a norm of meaningful refugee participation.

5.2. UNHCR

A second site of norm emergence on refugee participation has been within UNHCR. In particular, UNHCR has been engaged in a process that is intended to result in a framework for partnering with RLO.100 While this work is focused primarily on refugee participation in local and national operational contexts, it could lay the foundation for the emergence of a policy norm within UNHCR when considered along with other
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commitments made by the organisation. While this would not constitute a norm that defines the “standards of appropriate behaviour” for actors other than UNHCR, given UNHCR’s productive power, and given the influence of global refugee policy advanced by UNHCR, future research could consider if and how this area of activity within UNHCR could potentially have implications on the behaviour of States.

As noted above, UNHCR’s own history of engaging with the meaningful participation of refugees has been contested. While 2015 presented a moment of change in relation to refugee participation in global settings, UNHCR’s own guidelines on refugee participation began to change much earlier. For example, Chapter 3 of UNHCR’s 2008 handbook, *A Community-based Approach in UNHCR Operations*, provides detailed discussions on the principle and practice of participation in field settings. However, it was not until nearly 10 years later that UNHCR brought these principles to a global level through UNHCR’s Five Strategic Directions, first adopted by UNHCR at ExCom in 2017 and renewed for an additional 5 years at ExCom 2021. Direction 4 of the document is entitled “Empower”, in which UNHCR notes that

we will hold ourselves accountable to the people we serve in all aspects of our work by involving them, including women and youth, in identifying and analysing their needs and the risks they face, and in designing, implementing and evaluating our operations, to actively pursue innovative ways to amplify the voices of the people we work for, and take advantage of new technologies to enhance our ongoing dialogue with them and their connectivity with the global community.103

This commitment could serve as the basis for extending UNHCR’s commitment to refugee participation in local and national contexts to the meaningful participation of refugees in global decision-making processes.

While the substantive impact of the forms of refugee participation that have flowed from this commitment requires further consideration, especially in light of UNHCR’s history of allowing refugee participation only in tightly scripted ways, UNHCR has demonstrated its willingness and capacity to facilitate greater refugee participation, especially as meetings of the global refugee regime have been virtual since October 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Just as the pandemic has hastened more inclusive approaches to international diplomacy through the development of virtual negotiation techniques, the development of hybrid arrangements for decision-making in the global refugee regime could provide a significant opportunity to enhance refugee participation, especially given perennial challenges associated with refugee travel to sites such as Geneva.106
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Now, UNHCR also has an inter-divisional Task Team to consider ways of expanding and enhancing refugee participation.\textsuperscript{107} It has also committed to the establishment of an Advisory Group of “persons of concern”, including refugees, to guide UNHCR’s work in this area. In the meantime, UNHCR has formed an Interim Advisory Group to support UNHCR’s engagement, including in “defining the guiding principles for equal and meaningful participation at policy and strategic levels”.\textsuperscript{108} This work represents a potentially significant site for the emergence of a global policy norm on meaningful refugee participation. While this norm would likely define the “limits of permissible behaviour” for UNHCR, as noted above, it could ultimately contribute to the emergence of a wider global norm if States hold UNHCR accountable to this standard of behaviour and if the norm comes to influence standards of appropriate behaviour that States adopt for themselves.

5.3. State-led initiatives: inclusion in delegations

While these sites can contribute to the emergence of a wider norm, the centrality of States in the international system and their significant power within global regimes suggest that global norms involving States have the greatest impact on the course of global regimes. As such, it is important to consider two sites of norm emergence involving States and their contribution to the emerging norm of meaningful refugee participation.

Arguably, the most prominent example of a State-led initiative to advance meaningful refugee participation is the case of Canada. As noted above, Canada has been the most consistent in raising the issue of refugee participation in meetings of the global refugee regime. At the 2018 meeting of UNHCR’s ExCom, for example, Canada argued “for strengthened support to refugee participation in global policy discussions” and noted that Canada “firmly believe[s] that the UNHCR’s Executive Committee should systematise opportunities for refugee policy and responses to be informed by refugees themselves”. To this end, Canada contributed funding for refugee leaders to participate in the GCR preparatory process and in the 2018 Global Refugee Summit.

In light of this commitment, a group of researchers, civil society actors, representatives of the GRN in Canada, and other refugee leaders met in Ottawa, Canada, in September 2019 to discuss what forms of leadership Canada could be encouraged to take in the lead-up to the first GRF in December 2019.\textsuperscript{109} In addition to discussing barriers to participation and the importance of enhancing meaningful refugee participation in a range of activities including research, participants agreed that the distribution of power within the refugee regime indicated that refugee participation within national delegations could provide a powerful means to advance the practice of refugee participation itself. To this end,
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it was suggested that countries such as Canada should include refugee repre-
sentatives on national delegations to the Global Refugee Forum, and UNHCR
should ensure refugee participation in GCR-related meetings, including
ExCom. The 2019 Global Refugee Forum was viewed as an important test of
the willingness of states and institutions to meaningfully include refugees.\textsuperscript{110}

This recommendation led to discussions in October 2019 with the Government
of Canada on the possibility of advancing this form of inclusion. Canada was in the
midst of a federal election campaign at the time, so the final decision to include a
Refugee Advisor in the Delegation of Canada to the GRF in December 2019 came
only shortly before the meeting when Canada’s new Minister of Immigration, Marco
Mendicino, agreed to the idea. As a result, during the 2019 GRF, a Refugee Advisor
was an active member of Canada’s delegation, not only accompanying the Minister
to deliver Canada’s plenary address but also participating in strategy meetings of the
delegation and bilateral meetings with other actors.

In reflecting on the experience of having a Refugee Advisor within the delegation,
it was subsequently argued that the inclusion of a Refugee Advisor enhanced
Canada’s moral and expert authority during the meeting, brought new perspectives
to the delegation’s work, and facilitated new connections for the delegations that
were not otherwise possible. This led to the conclusion that refugee participation
within the delegation has greater impact on formal agenda items and on discussions
on the margins of global refugee meetings, and that this mechanism of participation
ensured that the level of participation was substantive, not only symbolic. In re-
response, researchers and refugee leaders in Canada advocated for Canada to make the
inclusion of refugees in its delegations a standing commitment.

These efforts led to the announcement by the Government of Canada in June
2020 that it was committing to include a refugee advisor in future delegations to
meetings of the global refugee regime. In making the announcement during the
opening of the Annual Tripartite Consultations on Resettlement (ATCR), Minister
Mendicino noted that substantive and sustained refugee participation enhanced the
effectiveness and legitimacy of decisions taken within the global refugee regime. He
also encouraged other States to follow Canada’s example. It was in this context that
Canada began to act as a norm entrepreneur by articulating the norm of refugee par-
ticipation, committing itself to upholding the norm, and articulating to other States
the benefits of also adopting the norm. This behaviour was consistent with the way
that other States have acted as norm entrepreneurs in the area of human rights and
development through the promotion of new norms and in the encouragement of
other States to support the norm, thus bringing them past the “tipping point” of
norm emergence.\textsuperscript{111}

The Refugee Advisory Network of Canada (RAN Canada) was then launched in
September 2020 to support Canada’s commitment and to help ensure that refugee
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participation in Canada’s delegations to meetings of the global refugee regime were meaningful, substantive, sustained, and supported. Twelve Advisors were selected from a diverse pool of candidates to form the first cohort of RAN Canada. In early 2021, these Advisors developed RAN Canada’s mandate, namely
to promote the meaningful participation of refugees in Canada’s engagement with the international refugee system. RAN Canada advocates for, and strives to achieve, the meaningful inclusion of the perspectives, skills and knowledge of refugees in global policy and decision-making processes that affect the lives of refugees. RAN Canada works to bring the perspectives, skills and knowledge of refugees into public discourse, policy discussions, and wider discussions on refugees.  

In 2021, RAN Canada submitted recommendations to the Government of Canada on priorities Canada should advance at both the October 2021 meeting of UNHCR’s ExCom and the December 2021 HLOM. RAN Canada also identified and supported refugee advisors to the Canadian delegations to both meetings and actively supported the refugee advisors through preparatory meetings ahead of these meetings of the global refugee regime and during the events themselves. The value of including refugees was highlighted by Canada in statements to both meetings. At HLOM in December 2021, for example, Canada noted that it believes that the meaningful participation of refugees in the work of the international refugee protection system remains a priority and improves the effectiveness and legitimacy of global responses to the needs of refugees. We are proud to have benefited from the experience of a refugee advisor along with civil society representatives in our delegations since the 2019 Global Refugee Forum.  

The Canadian example provides a potentially useful example for other States to follow and could thus make a significant contribution to the emergence of a norm of meaningful refugee participation if a critical number of States within the global refugee regime adopt this model. In response to this potential contribution, R-SEAT was launched in early 2021. R-SEAT is an international initiative to enhance meaningful refugee participation. Its vision is “for refugees to play a major role within the central decision-making bodies of the global refugee regime, such as the Executive Committee of the UNHCR (ExCom), to contribute to more effective and legitimate processes to the policies that affect their lives”, with a target of having “20 ExCom Member States […] formalise refugee participation in their respective national delegations by 2023”.  

Germany and the US were among the first countries where R-SEAT worked, leading to the inclusion of refugee advisors by both countries in their delegations to HLOM. As a result, three of the largest donors to UNHCR have now adopted the norm of meaningful refugee participation. This has the potential to generate considerable momentum among other States, especially other donor States, especially given the influence of the US within the global refugee regime. It also suggests that the norm of meaningful refugee participation is emerging through the “bottom-up” good practice model proposed by Betts and Durieux as it is being received as “a ‘success story’ [that] will arouse interest in replication, or at least a willingness to discuss learning the lessons of the pilot or extrapolating from it.” This may be encouraging, so long as it is supported by a consensus on what constitutes “best practice” and is supported by “inclusive dialogue in order to arrive at agreed ‘good practice’.”

It does, however, fall well short of the threshold for norm emergence outlined above. First, while it suggests norm adoption by three key states, it illustrates that a significant number of additional States must also adopt this behaviour for a critical mass of States to be achieved. Second, while States in the global North hold considerable power and influence within the regime, the norm must also be advanced by major refugee-hosting States in the global South if it is to pass the tipping point and cascade as a norm throughout the regime. As such, the emergence of the norm of meaningful refugee continues to face a challenge of both quantity and quality of support.

5.4. State-led initiatives: refugee participation in the governance of resettlement

In light of the number of States required to support a norm for it to emerge within the global refugee regime, it is important to consider how the norm of meaningful refugee participation has been adopted and implemented by the Working Group on Resettlement (WGR). The WGR is composed of the group of States that cooperate with UNHCR to support annual refugee resettlement programs. These states meet annually for the Annual Tripartite Consultations on Resettlement (ATCR). In 2020, this included some 24 States who had maintained annual resettlement programs over at least the past 3 years. While the majority of these States are in the global North, it is potentially significant that two, Brazil and Uruguay, are in the
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global South. While Brazil and Uruguay may not resettle a large number of refugees on an annual basis, their involvement is significant because they are States that traditionally participate in multilateral processes as members of the global South and because of the importance of participation of states from both the global North and global South for new norms to emerge within the global refugee regime.

It is for this reason that recent developments within the WGR relating to meaningful refugee participation have potential significance for the emergence of the norm within the global refugee regime. First, the work of the WGR and the agenda of the ATCR have come to constitute a decision-making forum within the global refugee regime, albeit one limited to a particular form of practice within the regime. Second, the number of States participating in the WGR and the inclusion of States from the global South within this group suggest that the adoption of meaningful refugee participation by the WGR could serve as a significant basis for the momentum needed to bring the norm of meaningful refugee participation past the tipping point and from emergence to cascading through the regime.

The norm of refugee participation within the ATCR can be traced to 2019 when the UK, as Chair of that year’s meeting, agreed to include the delivery of a “refugee statement” on the agenda for the first time. The statement was delivered by the Refugee Advisory Group of the United Kingdom (UK), a group formed in partnership with the British Refugee Council and Migration Yorkshire who identified resettled refugees across a variety of genders, age groups, and nationalities living across Yorkshire and Scotland. The statement was developed in the context of work within the UK to benefit from the experience of refugees through the resettlement process and to increase the number of refugees participating in local and national policy discussions and contribute to the development of the agenda for the 2019 ATCR. As part of this work, members of the Refugee Advisory Group participated in both the WGR meeting in Sheffield in March 2019 and the ATCR in Geneva 2019.

The 2019 refugee statement emphasised the importance of amplifying refugee perspectives at both the national and global levels to improve the resettlement process and promote the contributions resettled refugees can make to their new communities. The statement noted that “it is wonderful to be here at the ATCR, but we do not want to be a simply topic of conversation. We want to be recognized as full and equal participants.”

The statement provided a strong basis for the work of the WGR in 2019–2020 and the process leading to the 2020 meeting of the ATCR. During the February 2020 RWG meeting in Ottawa, Canada, a group of refugee advocates from around the globe and UNHCR co-presented a Concept Note on Refugee Meaningful Participation. The concept note provided an overview of opportunities for refugee participation during the ATCR yearlong cycle of activities leading up to the annual ATCR meeting itself through the establishment of a global Refugee Steering Group to the ATCR that could collaborate with the ATCR co-chairs (a state, NGO focal
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point, and UNHCR) to develop the ATCR’s agenda and priorities. This approach was supported by States participating at the ATCR in 2020.

In late 2020, the Refugee Steering Group and the ATCR Co-Chairs brought together already existing global, regional, and national refugee-led networks to develop a strategy to advance refugee participation. A transition period of 3 years was envisioned for the ATCR community to develop its structure and resources to gradually include more meaningful refugee participation in the ATCR process. The Refugee Steering Group has since worked closely with other members of the ATCR community and has created opportunities for dialogue with other refugee leaders and has raised priorities and recommendations within the ATCR process. Within this arrangement, the Refugee Steering Group is mandated to liaise between the ATCR Co-Chairs and GRNs to support participation and statements at the annual and working group consultations and contributing to agenda setting. The Refugee Steering Group sees their ultimate goal as the establishment of a refugee co-chair for the ATCR and to move the ATCR from a tripartite model (states, NGOs, and UNHCR) to a quadpartite model, with refugees participating on an equal basis as States, NGOs, and UNHCR.

The 2021–2022 ATCR cycle is being co-chaired by the US Government, Refugee Council USA, and UNHCR. Given that the US Government committed to the norm of refugee participation at HLOM 2021, and given the active support of Refugee Council USA and Refugee Congress in this process, it will be important to follow how the norm of refugee participation is articulated within the work of the WGR, if States continue to support the norm in the context of the ATCR, and if States follow the example of Canada, Germany, and the US to extend the norm of refugee participation from their engagement with ATCR to their engagement with the global refugee regime more generally. If they do, we could be witnessing a significant step forward in the emergence of the norm of meaningful refugee participation with the potential for the norm to pass the tipping point and to cascade through the regime.

6. CONCLUSION: UNDERSTANDING NORM EMERGENCE

Although meaningful refugee participation has not yet passed the tipping point to be accepted as a norm within the global refugee regime, it is clearly an emerging norm. It is increasingly viewed by States, UNHCR, and refugees themselves as being both a morally desirable and practically useful innovation in the governance of the global refugee regime. If refugee participation can be meaningful, substantive, and sustained, a range of actors have argued that it can improve the effectiveness and legitimacy of the global refugee regime itself. As outlined in the above examples, norm entrepreneurs are employing a range of techniques to promote the norm and to build momentum for the norm to become more widely accepted within the regime. These efforts build on the emergence of refugee participation as a priority issue since 2016 and its inclusion in the 2018 Global Compact on Refugees. As outlined above, recent years have witnessed efforts by States, UNHCR, and refugee-led initiatives to promote the value of refugee participation in global decision-making processes, to articulate it as a norm, and to identify specific contexts in which the norm can be implemented.
There are, however, important differences between efforts by norm entrepreneurs to promote refugee participation. Arguably, the most significant difference relates to the site of participation. There are currently different visions of where refugee participation in global decision-making forums should be situated: either within national delegations or as a single refugee delegation. This differentiation could contribute to delays in the emergence of the norm unless the potential complementarity of the two approaches is articulated. Otherwise, we may begin to witness the emergence of competing norms, each seeking to gain the level of support necessary to reach the tipping point of support.

There are also three potentially significant concerns with how the norm is being encouraged that may limit its ultimate progress. The first is transparency. As noted above, the process of norm emergence transpires within a “highly contested normative space where they must compete with other norms and perceptions of interest”. Within this context, norms that are seen to be emerging through a transparent process that speak to the collective interest of the majority of actors within a regime will have a greater chance of being adopted. Very little is known about the specifics and motivations of the initiatives outlined above. While we hope that this article will contribute to a wider understanding of these individual initiatives, norm entrepreneurs should be encouraged to be more transparent with the process by which the various initiatives are being undertaken, who is participating in these initiatives, and the interests that motivate participation.

The second concern is clarity. Advancing meaningful refugee participation is not a simple prospect. Instead, it raises difficult questions of representation, modes of participation, legitimacy and accountability, not to mention practical questions such as safety and access. These questions need to be addressed to provide the clarity needed to advance the process of norm emergence and for more States to consider supporting the norm. Additional research is urgently required to provide the clarity needed to support the emergence of the norm. Valuable lessons could be learned from other areas of global governance that have equally grappled with questions of participation in recent decades, such as the global governance of indigenous rights, women’s rights, and the rights of persons with disabilities.

The third concern is diversity. As outlined above, the norm of meaningful refugee participation is currently being advanced mostly by UNHCR and States in the global North. Given the politics of the global refugee regime, however, States in the global South will also need to express their support if the norm is to continue to emerge and pass the tipping point. There are several signs that this support may be forthcoming. Uruguay, for example, is both a member of the WGR and has spoken in support of refugee participation. Colombia has recently regularised the status of some 1 million Venezuelans on its territory and has included Venezuelan-led organisations in the delivery of services at local levels. Uganda has positioned itself as a global leader in refugee inclusion in the national economy and policy process and has promoted the value of this inclusion in global statements. The active inclusion of States such as

these in discussions on the meaningful participation of refugees in the governance of the global refugee regime will be essential if the norm of participation is to pass the tipping point and become internalised in the global refugee regime.

These questions and the analysis we have presented raise important questions for our broader understanding of the emergence of norms within the global refugee regime. While norms are recognised as being important in the functioning of regimes, there has been little analysis of how norms emerge in the context of the global refugee regime, with the exception of Betts and Durieux. As States demonstrate a reluctance to adopt more binding legal obligations and while global refugee policy has emerged as a significant area of practice to address issues of shared concern within the regime, a deeper understanding of the emergence and impact of norms on the behaviour of States will continue to resonate as an important area of further research to understand the politics of the global refugee regime. In this way, we hope that the framework we presented in this article may be useful in the study of other norms that function within the regime.

Meaningful refugee participation is not yet an accepted norm within the global refugee regime. It is, however, an emerging norm promoted by various norm entrepreneurs since 2016. Understanding the impact of these efforts and the progress made to advance meaningful refugee participation in global processes provide a helpful empirical addition to the literature on refugee participation in local and national contexts while adding precision to our understanding of the current state of the norm of meaningful refugee participation, how the actions of norm entrepreneurs affect the emergence of the norm, and how the experience of meaningful refugee participation contributes to a wider understanding of the role of norms within regimes like the global refugee regime.
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